
1001 Quotes to Make You a ROCK STAR on TWITTER 
 
Twitter is becoming more popular than ever.  It is an “online cocktail party” sort of 
site where people connect with each other.  One of the ways to do that and capture 
attention without being Spammy is to enter quotes of motivation, success, love, 
inspiration, and leadership into your tweetstream (flow of tweets).  Other people 
pick up on them and RT back what you have tweeted when what you tweet moves 
them. When they do this, you see it in your @ replies section. And then you can 
reply to them and tweet: 
TU for the RT 
Or 
Thank you for the RT 
 
At Twitter you have 140 characters to tweet.  I have gathered quotes which all fit 
into that.  In many cases I have already added the #quote.  Feel free to add that 
where you wish.  All of these quotes, ok, so gave you 1005 just in case I made an 
error, are 140 characters or fewer so they should all fit into the twitter update. 
 
I am: http://twitter.com/AprilBraswell 
Follow me, let me know you downloaded my Twitter Rock Star enabler, and I’ll 
happily follow you back and connect. 
 
 
 
 
1. Alone we can do so little; together we can do so much. ~ Helen Keller 

#quote 
2. Although the world is full of suffering, it is also full of the overcoming of it. 

~ Helen Keller #quote 
3. As selfishness and complaint pervert the mind, so love with its joy clears 

and sharpens the vision. ~ Helen Keller #quote 
4. College isn't the place to go for ideas.~ Helen Keller #quote 
5. I long to accomplish a great and noble task, but it is my chief duty to 

accomplish small tasks as if they were great and noble.~ Helen Keller 
#quote 

6. It is a terrible thing to see and have no vision. ~ Helen Keller #quote 
7. It is for us to pray not for tasks equal to our powers, but for powers equal 

to our tasks. ~ Helen Keller #quote 
8. Keep your face to the sunshine and you cannot see a shadow. ~ Helen 

Keller #quote 
9. Knowledge is love and light and vision. ~ Helen Keller #quote 
10. #Life is a succession of lessons which must be lived to be understood. ~ 

Helen Keller #quote 
11. #Life is an exciting business, and most exciting when it is lived for others. 

~ Helen Keller #quote 
12. #Life is either a daring adventure or nothing. ~ Helen Keller #quote 
13. To love is to receive a glimpse of heaven."-Karen Sunde 
14. "I wasn't satisfied just to earn a good living. I was looking to make a 

statement. "#quote Donald Trump 
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15. Robert Browning: "What's the earth With all its art, verse, music, worth - 

Compared with love,.. 
16. There is no beautifier of complexion, or form, or behavior, like the wish to 

scatter joy and not pain around us. -Ralph Waldo Emerson 
17. I find the great thing in this world is, not so much where we stand, as in 

what direction we are moving. -Johann von Goethe 
18. The attempt to combine wisdom and power has only rarely been successful 

and then only for a short while. -George Baker 
19. "If you will NOT invest in YOURSELF, who will try to invest in YOU?" – 

RichMan 
20. One lives in the hope of becoming a memory. -Antonio Porchia 
21. "Greater is He that is in you, than he that is in the world." 1Jn4:4 
22. Entropy requires no maintenance. -Markoff Chaney 
23. To find a friend one must close one eye To keep him, two. -Norman 

Douglas 
24. If we judge of love by its usual effects, it resembles hatred more than 

friendship. -La Rochefoucauld 
25. Other people may not have high expectations of me, But I have high 

expectations for myself. -Shannon Miller 
26. "Creativity is allowing yourself to make mistakes. Art is knowing which ones 

to keep." 
27. True friendship is a plant of slow growth. - George Washington 
28. 'It is impossible to walk rapidly and be unhappy'. Mother Teresa 
29. "Write your sad times in sand & your good times on stone." -- G B Shaw 
30. Minds are like parachutes they work best when open. -Lord Thomas Dewar 
31. "We need to forget what we think we are, so that we can really become 

what we are" - Paul Coelho 
32. Failure will never overtake me if my determination to succeed is strong 

enough. Og Mandino 
33. "Age considers; youth ventures" ~ Rabindranath Tagore 
34. "Women need a reason to have sex. Men just need a place" ~Billy Crystal 
35. "Read something positive every night and listen to something helpful every 

morning." ~Tom Hopkins 
36. Formal education will make you a living; self-education will make you a 

fortune. Jim Rohn 
37. First law of debate: Never argue with a fool. People might not know the 

difference. 
38. Ideas are the beginning of all achievement. -Bruce Lee 
39. A failure is a man who has blundered, but is not able to cash in on the 

experience. Elbert Hubbard 
40. Work and acquire, and thou hast chained the wheel of Chance. -Ralph 

Waldo Emerson 
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41. They may forget what you said, but they will never forget how you made 

them feel. -Carl W. Buechner 
42. All that we see or seem is but a dream within a dream~ Edgar Allan Poe 
43. All glory comes from daring to begin. -Eugene F. Ware 
44. He may look like an idiot, and he may sound like an idiot, but don't let him 

fool you. He really is an idiot. - Groucho Marx 
45. Prayer is our humble answer to the inconceivable surprise of living. -

Abraham Joshua Heschel 
46. The quality of your life is based on the quality of the questions you ask ~ 

John Demartini 
47. Fall down seven times. Stand up eight. ~- Japanese Proverb 
48. What is the answer I was silent. In that case, what is the question -

Gertrude Stein 
49. Poetry is what gets lost in translation. -Robert Frost 
50. They can because they think they can. – Virgil 
51. Few are those who see with their own eyes and feel with their own hearts.-

A.Einstein 
52. I speak truth, not so much as I would, but as much as I dare and I dare a 

little the more, as I grow older. -D. A. Battista 
53. n the spider-web of facts, many a truth is strangled. -Paul Eldridge 
54. Look beneath the surface let not the several quality of a thing nor its worth 

escape thee. -Marcus Aurelius Antoninus 
55. If you weren't doing it now, would you start? - Peter Drucker 
56. They can because they think they can. – Virgil 
57. I think I can I think I can. I thought I could I thought I could.  – The Little 

Train 
58. Do not turn back when you are just at the goal. Publilius Syrus 
59. You yourself, as much as anybody in the entire universe, deserve your love 

and affection. ~Buddha 
60. Limitations live only in our minds. But if we use our imaginations, our 

possibilities become limitless. - Jamie Paolinetti 
61. "Do something wonderful, people may imitate it." Albert Schweitzer 
62. Earthly things must be known to be loved; divine things must be loved to 

be known. - Blaise Pascal 
63. "If you don't take risks... you actually risk everything." -Jimmy Vee 
64. Live! Live! LIVE! – Auntie Mame 
65. Life is a banquet and most poor sobs are starving to death. – Auntie Mame 
66. A man never stands as tall as when he kneels to help a child. Knights of 

Pythagoras 
67. A good home must be made, not bought. -Joyce Maynard 
68. Whatever the mind can conceive and believe, the mind can achieve. - Dr. 

Napoleon Hill 
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69. "There is nothing wrong with making love with the light on. Just make sure 

the car door is closed." -George Burns 
70. “Love life and life will love you back. Love people and they will love you 

back.” ~Arthur Rubinstein 
71. Two souls with but a single thought, two hearts that beat as one. – John 

Keats 
72. “You are what I never knew I always wanted” Movie, Fools Rush In 
73. “Love sought is good, but given unsought, is better.” ~ Wm Shakespeare 
74. It is impossible to love and be wise. ~ Francis Bacon 
75. “Make me immortal with a kiss.” ~ Christopher Marlowe 
76. To thine own self be true. Wm Shakepeare 
77. Neither a borrower or lender be.  Wm Shakespeare 
78. Affliction is a treasure, and scarce any man hath enough of it. - John Donne  
79. Man is the Only Animal that Blushes. Or needs to. - Mark Twain #quote 
80. Art is the most passionate orgy within man's grasp. - John Donne #quote 

#inspiration 
81. Be thine own palace, or the world's thy jail. - John Donne  
82. But I do nothing upon myself, and yet I am my own executioner. - John 

Donne 
83. But let them sleep, Lord, and me mourn a space. - John Donne  
84. Despair is the damp of hell, as joy is the serenity of heaven. - John Donne 
85. For God's sake hold your tongue, and let me love. - John Donne 
86. God employs several translators; some pieces are translated by age, some 

by sickness, some by war, some by justice. - John Donne  
87. Humiliation is the beginning of sanctification. - John Donne 
88. I am two fools, I know, for loving, and for saying so in whining poetry. - 

John Donne 
89. I observe the physician with the same diligence as the disease. - John 

Donne 
90. Love built on beauty, soon as beauty, dies. - John Donne 
91. Love, all alike, no season knows, nor clime, nor hours, days, months, which 

are the rags of time. - John Donne  
92. I shall marry in haste, and repeat at leisure.~ James Branch Cabell  
93. More than kisses, letters mingle souls. - John Donne #quote #Love 
94. Nature's great masterpiece, an elephant; the only harmless great thing. - 

John Donne 
95. No man is an island, entire of itself; every man is a piece of the continent. - 

John Donne 
96. Ask not for whom the bell tolls, the bell tolls for thee. John Donne 
97. No spring nor summer beauty hath such grace as I have seen in one 

autumnal face. - John Donne 
98. Pleasure is none, if not diversified. - John Donne 
99. Reason is our soul's left hand, faith her right. - John Donne 
100. Since you would save none of me, I bury some of you. - John Donne 
101. The day breaks not, it is my heart. - John Donne 
102. When one man dies, one chapter is not torn out of the book, but translated 

into a better language. - John Donne 
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103. Wicked is not much worse than indiscreet. - John Donne  
104. A celebrity is one who is known to many persons he is glad he doesn't 

know. - Lord Byron  
105. A man of eighty has outlived probably three new schools of painting, two of 

architecture and poetry and a hundred in dress. ~ Lord Byron 
106. A mistress never is nor can be a friend. While you agree, you are lovers; 

and when it is over, anything but friends. ~ Lord Byron 
107. A thousand years may scare form a state. An hour may lay it in ruins. ~ 

Lord Byron 
108. A woman should never be seen eating or drinking, unless it be lobster salad 

and Champagne, the only true feminine and becoming viands.~ Lord Byron 
109. Absence - that common cure of love. ~ Lord Byron 
110. Adversity is the first path to truth.~ Lord Byron 
111. All who joy would win must share it. Happiness was born a Twin. ~ Lord 

Byron 
112. Always laugh when you can. It is cheap medicine.~ Lord Byron 
113. America is a model of force and freedom and moderation - with all the 

coarseness and rudeness of its people.~ Lord Byron 
114. As long as I retain my feeling and my passion for Nature, I can partly 

soften or subdue my other passions and resist or endure those of others. ~ 
Lord Byron 

115. Be thou the rainbow in the storms of life. The evening beam that smiles the 
clouds away, and tints tomorrow with prophetic ray. ~ Lord Byron 

116. Between two worlds life hovers like a star, twixt night and morn, upon the 
horizon's verge. ~ Lord Byron 

117. But what is Hope? Nothing but the paint on the face of Existence; the least 
touch of truth rubs it off, and then we see what a hollow-cheeked harlot we 
have got hold of. ~ Lord Byron 

118. Death, so called, is a thing which makes men weep, And yet a third of life is 
passed in sleep. ~ Lord Byron 

119. Every day confirms my opinion on the superiority of a vicious life - and if 
Virtue is not its own reward I don't know any other stipend annexed to it. ~ 
Lord Byron 

120. Fame is the thirst of youth. ~ Lord Byron 
121. Folly loves the martyrdom of fame. ~ Lord Byron 
122. Fools are my theme, let satire be my song.~ Lord Byron 
123. For in itself a thought, a slumbering thought, is capable of years, and 

curdles a long life into one hour. ~ Lord Byron  
124. For pleasures past I do not grieve, nor perils gathering near; My greatest 

grief is that I leave nothing that claims a tear.~ Lord Byron 
125. For truth is always strange; stranger than fiction. ~ Lord Byron 
126. Friendship is Love without his wings! ~ Lord Byron 
127. Friendship may, and often does, grow into love, but love never subsides 

into friendship. ~ Lord Byron 
128. #Love is like a beautiful flower which I may not touch, but whose fragrance 

makes the garden a place of delight just the same. Helen Keller #quote 
#inspiration 
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129. #Happiness: It is not attained through self-gratification but through fidelity 

to a worthy purpose. ~ Helen Keller #quote #inspiration 
130. Keep your face to the sunshine and you cannot see a shadow. ~ Helen 

Keller #quote #inspiration 
131. Knowledge is #love and light and #vision. ~ Helen Keller #quote 

#inspiration 
132. #Life is a succession of lessons which must be lived to be understood. ~ 

Helen Keller #quote #inspiration 
133. #Life is an exciting business, and most exciting when it is lived for others. 

~ Helen Keller #quote #inspiration 
134. #Life is either a daring adventure or nothing. ~ Helen Keller #quote 

#inspiration 
 
135. He who is only just is cruel. Who on earth could live were all judged justly? 

~ Lord Byron 
136. He who surpasses or subdues mankind, must look down on the hate of 

those below. ~ Lord Byron 
137. Her great merit is finding out mine - there is nothing so amiable as 

discernment. ~ Lord Byron 
138. I am about to be married, and am of course in all the misery of a man in 

pursuit of happiness.~ Lord Byron 
139. I am acquainted with no immaterial sensuality so delightful as good acting. 

~ Lord Byron 
140. I cannot help thinking that the menace of Hell makes as many devils as the 

severe penal codes of inhuman humanity make villains. ~ Lord Byron 
141. I do detest everything which is not perfectly mutual. ~ Lord Byron 
142. I have a great mind to believe in Christianity for the mere pleasure of 

fancying I may be damned. ~ Lord Byron 
143. I have always believed that all things depended upon Fortune, and nothing 

upon ourselves. ~ Lord Byron 
144. I have great hopes that we shall love each other all our lives as much as if 

we had never married at all. ~ Lord Byron 
145. I have no consistency, except in politics; and that probably arises from my 

indifference to the subject altogether. ~ Lord Byron 
146. I know that two and two make four - and should be glad to prove it too if I 

could - though I must say if by any sort of process I could convert 2 and 2 
into five it would give me much greater pleasure. ~ Lord Byron 

147. I love not man the less, but Nature more. ~ Lord Byron 
148. I only go out to get me a fresh appetite for being alone. ~ Lord Byron 
149. I should be very willing to redress men wrongs, and rather check than 

punish crimes, had not Cervantes, in that all too true tale of Quixote, 
shown how all such efforts fail. ~ Lord Byron 

150. I would rather have a nod from an American, than a snuff-box from an 
emperor. ~ Lord Byron  

151. Opinions are made to be changed - or how is truth to be got at? ~ Lord 
Byron 

152. Out of chaos God made a world, and out of high passions comes a people. 
~ Lord Byron 
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153. Prolonged endurance tames the bold. ~ Lord Byron 
154. Roll on, deep and dark blue ocean, roll. Ten thousand fleets sweep over 

thee in vain. Man marks the earth with ruin, but his control stops with the 
shore. ~ Lord Byron 

155. Smiles form the channels of a future tear. ~ Lord Byron 
156. Society is now one polished horde, formed of two mighty tries, the Bores 

and Bored. ~ Lord Byron 
157. Sometimes we are less unhappy in being deceived by those we love, than 

in being undeceived by them. ~ Lord Byron 
158. Sorrow is knowledge, those that know the most must mourn the deepest, 

the tree of knowledge is not the tree of life. ~ Lord Byron 
159. The 'good old times' - all times when old are good. ~ Lord Byron 
160. The beginning of atonement is the sense of its necessity. ~ Lord Byron 
161. The busy have no time for tears. ~Lord Byron 
162. The Cardinal is at his wit's end - it is true that he had not far to go. ~ Lord 

Byron 
163. The dew of compassion is a tear. ~ Lord Byron 
164. The great art of life is sensation, to feel that we exist, even in pain. ~ Lord 

Byron 
165. The heart will break, but broken live on.~ Lord Byron 
166. The place is very well and quiet and the children only scream in a low voice. 

~ Lord Byron 
167. The poor dog, in life the firmest friend. The first to welcome, foremost to 

defend. ~Lord Byron 
168. There is no instinct like that of the heart. ~ Lord Byron 
169. There is something pagan in me that I cannot shake off. In short, I deny 

nothing, but doubt everything. ~ Lord Byron  
170. There's naught, no doubt, so much the spirit calms as rum and true 

religion. ~ Lord Byron 
171. They never fail who die in a great cause. ~ Lord Byron 
172. This is the patent age of new inventions for killing bodies, and for saving 

souls. All propagated with the best intentions. ~ Lord Byron 
173. This man is freed from servile bands, Of hope to rise, or fear to fall; Lord of 

himself, though not of lands, And leaving nothing, yet hath all. ~ Lord 
Byron 

174. Those who will not reason, are bigots, those who cannot, are fools, and 
those who dare not, are slaves. ~ Lord Byron 

175. Though I love my country, I do not love my countrymen. ~ Lord Byron 
176. Though sages may pour out their wisdom's treasure, there is no sterner 

moralist than pleasure. ~ Lord Byron 
177. 'Tis pleasant, sure, to see one's name in print. A book's a book, although 

there's nothing in 't. ~ Lord Byron 
178. 'Tis very certain the desire of life prolongs it. ~ Lord Byron 
179. To have joy one must share it. Happiness was born a twin. ~ Lord Byron 
180. To withdraw myself from myself has ever been my sole, my entire, my 

sincere motive in scribbling at all. ~ Lord Byron 
181. Truth is always strange, stranger than fiction. ~ Lord Byron 
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182. We are all selfish and I no more trust myself than others with a good 

motive. ~ Lord Byron 
183. What a strange thing man is; and what a stranger thing woman. ~ Lord 

Byron 
184. What is fame? The advantage of being known by people of whom you 

yourself know nothing, and for whom you care as little. ~ Lord Byron 
185. What is the worst of woes that wait on age? What stamps the wrinkle 

deeper on the brow? To view each loved one blotted from life's page, And 
be alone on earth, as I am now. ~ Lord Byron 

186. When the green woods laugh with the voice of joy, And the dimpling stream 
runs laughing by; When the air does laugh with our merry wit, And the 
green hill laughs with the noise of it. Lord Byron 

187. Where there is mystery, it is generally suspected there must also be evil. ~ 
Lord Byron 

188. Who loves, raves. ~ Lord Byron 
189. Who tracks the steps of glory to the grave? ~ Lord Byron  
190. Ye stars! which are the poetry of heaven! ~ Lord Byron 
191. Yes, love indeed is light from heaven; A spark of that immortal fire with 

angels shared, by Allah given to lift from earth our low desire. ~Lord Byron  
 
192. A great many people now reading and writing would be better employed 

keeping rabbits. ~ Edith Sitwell 
193. Good taste is the worst vice ever invented. ~ Edith Sitwell 
194. Hot water is my native element. I was in it as a baby, and I have never 

seemed to get out of it ever since. - Edith Sitwell 
195. I am an unpopular electric eel in a pool of catfish. - Edith Sitwell 
196. I am one of those unhappy persons who inspire bores to the greatest flights 

of art. - Edith Sitwell 
197. I am patient with stupidity but not with those who are proud of it. - Edith 

Sitwell 
198. I have often wished I had time to cultivate modesty... but I am too busy 

thinking about myself. - Edith Sitwell 
199. I wish the government would put a tax on pianos for the incompetent. - 

Edith Sitwell 
200. My personal hobbies are reading, listening to music, and silence. - Edith 

Sitwell 
201. Poetry is the deification of reality. - Edith Sitwell 
202. The aim of flattery is to soothe and encourage us by assuring us of the 

truth of an opinion we have already formed about ourselves. - Edith Sitwell 
203. The poet speaks to all men of that other life of theirs that they have 

smothered and forgotten. - Edith Sitwell 
204. The public will believe anything, so long as it is not founded on truth. ~ 

Edith Sitwell 
205. The trouble with most Englishwomen is that they will dress as if they had 

been a mouse in a previous incarnation they do not want to attract 
attention.  ~ Edith Sitwell  

206. A gentle heart is tied with an easy thread. - George Herbert 
207. A lean compromise is better than a fat lawsuit. - George Herbert 
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208. A man of great memory without learning hath a rock and a spindle and no 

staff to spin. - George Herbert 
209. Be calm in arguing; for fierceness makes error a fault, and truth 

discourtesy. - George Herbert 
210. Be thrifty, but not covetous. - George Herbert 
211. Better never begin than never make an end. - George Herbert 
212. Dare to be true. Nothing can need a lie: a fault which needs it most, grows 

two thereby. - George Herbert 
213. Deceive not thy physician, confessor, nor lawyer. - George Herbert 
214. Do not wait; the time will never be "just right." Start where you stand, and 

work with whatever tools you may have at your command, and better tools 
will be found as you go along. - George Herbert 

215. Drink not the third glass, which thou canst not tame, when once it is within 
thee. - George Herbert 

216. Good words are worth much, and cost little. - George Herbert 
217. He hath no leisure who useth it not. - George Herbert 
218. He that cannot forgive others, breaks the bridge over which he himself 

must pass if he would ever reach heaven; for everyone has need to be 
forgiven. - George Herbert 

219. He that hath lost his credit is dead to the world. - George Herbert 
220. He that is not handsome at 20, nor strong at 30, nor rich at 40, nor wise at 

50, will never be handsome, strong, rich or wise. - George Herbert 
221. He that will learn to pray, let him go to sea. - George Herbert 
222. Hell is full of good meanings and wishings. - George Herbert 
223. If a donkey bray at you, don't bray at him. - George Herbert 
224. In conversation, humor is worth more than wit and easiness more than 

knowledge. - George Herbert 
225. It is part of a poor spirit to undervalue himself and blush. - George Herbert 
226. Life is half spent before we know what it is. - George Herbert 
227. Living well is the best revenge. - George Herbert 
228. Love and a cough cannot be hid. - George Herbert 
229. Many kiss the hand they wish cut off. - George Herbert 
230. Never was a miser a brave soul. - George Herbert 
231. Night is the mother of counsels. - George Herbert 
232. None knows the weight of another's burden. - George Herbert 
233. One father is enough to govern one hundred sons, but not a hundred sons 

one father. - George Herbert 
234. One father is more than a hundred schoolmasters. - George Herbert 
235. One sword keeps another in the sheath. - George Herbert 
236. Prayer should be the key of the day and the lock of the night. - George 

Herbert 
237. Punishment is lame, but it comes. - George Herbert 
238. Read as you taste fruit or savor wine, or enjoy friendship, love or life. - 

George Herbert 
239. Skill and confidence are an unconquered army. - George Herbert 
240. Sometimes the best gain is to lose. - George Herbert 
241. Speak not of my debts unless you mean to pay them. - George Herbert 
242. Spend not on hopes. - George Herbert 
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243. Storms make the oak grow deeper roots. - George Herbert 
244. Sweet spring, full of sweet days and roses, a box where sweets compacted 

lie. - George Herbert 
245. The buyer needs a hundred eyes, the seller not one. - George Herbert 
246. The devil divides the world between atheism and superstition. - George 

Herbert 
247. The eyes have one language everywhere. - George Herbert 
248. The mouse that hath but one hole is quickly taken. - George Herbert 
249. The offender never pardons. - George Herbert 
250. The resolved mind hath no cares. - George Herbert 
251. The shortest answer is doing. - George Herbert 
252. There is an hour wherein a man might be happy all his life, could he find it. 

- George Herbert 
253. There is great force hidden in a gentle command. - George Herbert 
254. There would be no great men if there were no little ones.- George Herbert 
255. Throw away thy rod, throw away thy wrath; O my God, take the gentle 

path. - George Herbert 
256. War makes thieves and peace hangs them. - George Herbert 
257. You must lose a fly to catch a trout. - George Herbert  
258. And all the winds go sighing, for sweet things dying. - Christina Rossetti 
259. Better by far you should forget and smile that you should remember and be 

sad. - Christina Rossetti 
260. For there is no friend like a sister in calm or stormy weather; To cheer one 

on the tedious way, to fetch one if one goes astray, to lift one if one totters 
down, to strengthen whilst one stands. - Christina Rossetti 

261. Hope is like a hairball trembling from its birth. - Christina Rossetti 
262. I dream of you to wake; would that I might Dream of you and not wake but 

slumber on. - Christina Rossetti 
263. I might show facts as plain as day: but, since your eyes are blind, you'd 

say, "Where? What?" and turn away. - Christina Rossetti 
264. Love shall be our token; love be yours and love be mine. - Christina 

Rossetti 
265. My heart is like a singing bird. - Christina Rossetti 
266. Obedience is the fruit of faith. - Christina Rossetti 
267. She gave up beauty in her tender youth, gave all her hope and joy and 

pleasant ways; she covered up her eyes lest they should gaze on vanity, 
and chose the bitter truth. - Christina Rossetti 

268. Silence is more musical than any song. - Christina Rossetti 
269. Who has seen the wind? Neither you nor I but when the trees bow down 

their heads, the wind is passing by. - Christina Rossetti  
270. Art is the only way to run away without leaving home. - Twyla Tharp 
271. Dance has never been a particularly easy life, and everybody knows that. - 

Twyla Tharp 
272. I have the wherewithal to challenge myself for my entire life. That's a great 

gift. - Twyla Tharp  
273. I think that anyone who's pushed to do the very best that they can is 

privileged. It's a luxury. - Twyla Tharp  
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274. It is extremely arrogant and very foolish to think that you can ever outwit 

your audience. - Twyla Tharp  
275. Optimism with some experience behind it is much more energizing than 

plain old experience with a certain degree of cynicism. - Twyla Tharp 
276. The formal education that I received made little sense to me. - Twyla Tharp  
277. The only thing I fear more than change is no change. The business of being 

static makes me nuts. - Twyla Tharp  
278. Dance is for everybody. I believe that the dance came from the people and 

that it should always be delivered back to the people. - Alvin Ailey 
279. I always want more. - Alvin Ailey 
280. I am trying to show the world that we are all human beings and that color 

is not important. What is important is the quality of our work. - Alvin Ailey 
281. In this business, life is one long fund-raising effort. - Alvin Ailey 
282. Lena Horne is the sweetest and most adorable woman in the world. - Alvin 

Ailey 
283. Money is a never-ending problem. - Alvin Ailey 
284. My feelings about myself have been terrible. - Alvin Ailey 
285. No matter what you write or choreograph, you feel it's not enough. - Alvin 

Ailey 
286. One of the processes of your life is to constantly break down that 

inferiority, to constantly reaffirm that I Am Somebody. - Alvin Ailey 
287. One of the worst things about racism is what it does to young people. - 

Alvin Ailey 
288. Racism tears down your insides so that no matter what you achieve, you're 

not quite up to snuff. - Alvin Ailey 
289. Sometimes you feel bad about yourself when there's no reason to. - Alvin 

Ailey 
290. The creative process is not controlled by a switch you can simply turn on or 

off; it's with you all the time. - Alvin Ailey  
291. Art is not necessary at all. All that is necessary to make this world a better 

place to live in is to love - to love as Christ loved, as Buddha loved. - 
Isadora Duncan  

292. Most human beings today waste some 25 to 30 years of their lives before 
they break through the actual and conventional lies which surround them. - 
Isadora Duncan 

293. My motto - sans limites. - Isadora Duncan 
294. People do not live nowadays. They get about 10% out of life. - Isadora 

Duncan 
295. People don't live nowadays: they get about ten percent out of life. - Isadora 

Duncan 
296. Perhaps he was a bit different from other people, but what really 

sympathetic person is not a little mad? - Isadora Duncan 
297. So long as little children are allowed to suffer, there is no true love in this 

world. - Isadora Duncan 
298. So that ends my first experience of matrimony, which I always thought a 

highly over-rated performance. - Isadora Duncan 
299. The dancer's body is simply the luminous manifestation of the soul. - 

Isadora Duncan 
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300. The finest inheritance you can give to a child is to allow it to make its own 

way, completely on its own feet. - Isadora Duncan 
301. The first essential in writing about anything is that the writer should have 

no experience of the matter. - Isadora Duncan 
302. What one has not experienced, one will never understand in print. - Isadora 

Duncan 
303. While we ourselves are the living graves of murdered animals, how can we 

expect any ideal living conditions on this earth? - Isadora Duncan 
304. With what price we pay for the glory of motherhood. - Isadora Duncan 
305. You were once wild here. Don't let them tame you. - Isadora Duncan  
306. If I could say it with words, I wouldn't have to dance. - Isadora Duncan 
307. No trumpets sound when the important decisions of our life are made. 

Destiny is made known silently. - Agnes de Mille 
308. The artist never entirely knows. We guess. We may be wrong, but we take 

leap after leap in the dark. - Agnes de Mille 
309. The creative urge is the demon that will not accept anything second rate. - 

Agnes de Mille 
310. The practice mirror is to be used for the correction of faults, not for a love 

affair, and the figure you watch should not become your dearest friend. - 
Agnes de Mille 

311. The truest expression of a people is in its dances and its music. Bodies 
never lie. - Agnes de Mille  

312. It's what's left in life, to work with interesting people. - Mikhail Baryshnikov 
313. No dancer can watch Fred Astaire and not know that we all should have 

been in another business. - Mikhail Baryshnikov  
314. I want to do exactly what I want to do. I'd rather gamble on the box office 

than beg for a grant. - Mikhail Baryshnikov  
315. To walk across the street is a risk. - Mikhail Baryshnikov 
316. Working is living to me. - Mikhail Baryshnikov 
317. You cannot be happy with your family while being personally unhappy with 

your work. It's a Catch-22 kind of thing. - Mikhail Baryshnikov  
318. Action without a name, a who attached to it, is meaningless. - Hannah 

Arendt 
319. By its very nature the beautiful is isolated from everything else. From 

beauty no road leads to reality.- Hannah Arendt 
320. Dedicate yourself to the good you deserve and desire for yourself. Give 

yourself peace of mind. You deserve to be happy. You deserve delight. - 
Hannah Arendt 

321. You deserve to be happy. You deserve delight. - Hannah Arendt 
322. Few girls are as well shaped as a good horse. - Hannah Arendt 
323. For the things we have to learn before we can do them, we learn by doing 

them. - Hannah Arendt 
324. Forgiveness is the key to action and freedom. - Hannah Arendt 
325. In order to go on living one must try to escape the death involved in 

perfectionism. Hannah Arendt  
326. Nothing we use or hear or touch can be expressed in words that equal what 

is given by the senses. Hannah Arendt  
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327. The most radical revolutionary will become a conservative the day after the 

revolution.  - Hannah Arendt  
328. There are no dangerous thoughts; thinking itself is dangerous. - Hannah 

Arendt 
329. This is the precept by which I have lived: Prepare for the worst; expect the 

best; and take what comes. Hannah Arendt 
330. To be free in an age like ours, one must be in a position of authority. That 

in itself would be enough to make me ambitious. - Hannah Arendt 
331. War has become a luxury that only small nations can afford. - Hannah 

Arendt  
332. Victor and vanquished never unite in substantial agreement. - Tacitus 
333. We see many who are struggling against adversity who are happy, and 

more although abounding in wealth, who are wretched. - Tacitus 
334. When a woman has lost her chastity she will shrink from nothing. - Tacitus 
335. When men are full of envy they disparage everything, whether it be good or 

bad. - Tacitus 
336. When the state is most corrupt, then the laws are most multiplied. - Tacitus 
337. To plunder, to slaughter, to steal, these things they misname empire; and 

where they make a wilderness, they call it peace. - Tacitus 
338. To show resentment at a reproach is to acknowledge that one may have 

deserved it. - Tacitus 
339. Truth is confirmed by inspection and delay; falsehood by haste and 

uncertainty. - Tacitus 
340. Valor is of no service, chance rules all, and the bravest often fall by the 

hands of cowards. - Tacitus 
341. The desire for safety stands against every great and noble enterprise. - 

Tacitus 
342. The more corrupt the state, the more numerous the laws. - Tacitus 
343. Things forbidden have a secret charm. - Tacitus 
344. Those in supreme power always suspect and hate their next heir. - Tacitus 
345. All enterprises that are entered into with indiscreet zeal may be pursued 

with great vigor at first, but are sure to collapse in the end. Tacitus 
346. Candor and generosity, unless tempered by due moderation, leads to ruin. 

Tacitus 
347. Custom adapts itself to expediency.Tacitus  
348. In a state where corruption abounds, laws must be very numerous. Tacitus 
349. It is less difficult to bear misfortunes than to remain uncorrupted by 

pleasure. Tacitus  
350. Love of fame is the last thing even learned men can bear to be parted from. 

Tacitus 
351. Many who seem to be struggling with adversity are happy; many, amid 

great affluence, are utterly miserable. Tacitus 
352. No one would have doubted his ability to reign had he never been emperor. 

Tacitus 
353. Noble character is best appreciated in those ages in which it can most 

readily develop. Tacitus  
354. Old things are always in good repute, present things in disfavor. - Tacitus 
355. Reason and judgment are the qualities of a leader. -Tacitus 
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356. A bad peace is even worse than war. ~ Tacitus 
357. A desire to resist oppression is implanted in the nature of man. ~ Tacitus 
358. A shocking crime was committed on the unscrupulous initiative of few 

individuals, with the blessing of more, and amid the passive acquiescence 
of all. Tacitus 

359. Abuse if you slight it, will gradually die away; but if you show yourself 
irritated, you will be thought to have deserved it. Tacitus 

360. Freedom means the opportunity to be what we never thought we would be. 
Daniel J. Boorstin  

361. I write to discover what I think. After all, the bars aren't open that early. 
Daniel J. Boorstin  

362. Nothing is really real unless it happens on television. Daniel J. Boorstin 
363. Reading is like the sex act - done privately, and often in bed. Daniel J. 

Boorstin  
364. Some are born great, some achieve greatness, and some hire public 

relations officers. Daniel J. Boorstin 
365. Technology is so much fun but we can drown in our technology. The fog of 

information can drive out knowledge. Daniel J. Boorstin 
366. The celebrity is a person who is known for his well-knownness. Daniel J. 

Boorstin  
367. The courage to imagine the otherwise is our greatest resource, adding color 

and suspense to all our life. Daniel J. Boorstin 
368. The greatest obstacle to discovery is not ignorance - it is the illusion of 

knowledge. Daniel J. Boorstin 
369. Time makes heroes but dissolves celebrities. ~ Daniel J. Boorstin  
370. When he's late for dinner, I know he's either having an affair or is lying 

dead in the street. I always hope it's the street. ~ Jessica Tandy 
371. You are richer for doing things. ~ Jessica Tandy  
372. I couldn't wait for success, so I went ahead without it. ~ Jonathan Winters 
373. Nothing is impossible. Some things are just less likely than others. ~ 

Jonathan Winters  
374. If your ship doesn't come in, swim out to it! ~ Jonathan Winters 
375. A sobering thought: what if, at this very moment, I am living up to my full 

potential? - Jane Wagner  
376. All my life, I always wanted to be somebody. Now I see that I should have 

been more specific. - Jane Wagner 
377. Delusions of grandeur make me feel a lot better about myself. - Jane 

Wagner 
378. I bet the worst part about dying is the part where your whole life passes 

before you. - Jane Wagner  
379. I personally think we developed language because of our deep inner need 

to complain. - Jane Wagner 
380. The ability to delude yourself may be an important survival tool. - Jane 

Wagner 
381. The hardest part about being a kid is knowing you have got your whole life 

ahead of you. - Jane Wagner 
382. When we talk to God, we're praying. When God talks to us, we're 

schizophrenic. -Jane Wagner  
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383. A dog will teach you unconditional love. If you can have that in your life, 

things won't be too bad. Robert Wagner 
384. Anytime anybody impersonates you, it's a great compliment. - Robert 

Wagner 
385. I had lived a charmed life, and then I lost a beautiful woman I loved with all 

my heart. - Robert Wagner 
386. I never talk to tabloids. - Robert Wagner 
387. I've learned one important thing about God's gifts - what we do with them 

is our gift to Him. Robert Wagner 
388. One thing that golf teaches you is humility. - Robert Wagner 
389. Pets have more love and compassion in them than most humans. - Robert 

Wagner 
390. There is nothing wrong with making love with the light on. Just make sure 

the car door is closed. -George Burns 
391. "Doubt is the beginning of defeat" Ninja proverb 
392. When a man steals your wife there is no better revenge than to let him 

keep her. - Sacha Guitry 
393. Definiteness of purpose is the starting point of all achievement. - W. 

Clement Stone 
394. Be like a duck. Remain calm on the surface and paddle like hell underneath. 

- Michael Caine 
395. Acting is all about honesty. If you can fake that, you've got it made. George 

Burns 
396. At my age flowers scare me. George Burns 
397. And God said: 'Let there be Satan, so people don't blame everything on 

me. And let there be lawyers, so people don't blame everything on Satan.' 
George Burns 

398. By the time you are 80, you've learned everything. You only have to 
remember it. George Burns 

399. First you forget names, then you forget faces. Next you forget to pull your 
zipper up and finally, you forget to pull it down. George Burns 

400. I don't believe in dying. It's been done. I'm working on a new exit. Besides, 
I can't die now - I'm booked. George Burns 

401. Do you know what it means to come home at night to a woman who'll give 
you a little love, a little affection, a little tenderness? It means you're in the 
wrong house. George Burns 

402. Don't stay in bed, unless you can make money in bed. George Burns 
403. I honestly think it is better to be a failure at something you love than to be 

a success at something you hate. George Burns 
404. I was always taught to respect my elders and I've now reached the age 

when I don't have anybody to respect. George Burns 
405. I'm at the age now where just putting my cigar in its holder is a thrill. 

George Burns 
406. I'm at the age now where just putting my cigar in its holder is a thrill. 

George Burns 
407. If it's a good script I'll do it. And if it's a bad script, and they pay me 

enough, I'll do it. George Burns 
408. If you live to the age of a hundred, you have it made because very few 
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people die past the age of a hundred. - George Burns 
409. It's hard for me to get used to these changing times. I can remember when 

the air was clean and sex was dirty. George Burns 
410. I look to the future because that's where I'm going to spend the rest of my 

life. George Burns 
411. This is the sixth book I've written, which isn't bad for a guy who's only read 

two. George Burns 
412. Too bad all the people who know how to run this country are busy running 

taxicabs or cutting hair. George Burns 
 

413. Modesty is my best quality. Jack Benny  
414. My wife Mary and I have been married for forty-seven years and not once 

have we had an argument serious enough to consider divorce; murder, yes, 
but divorce, never. Jack Benny  

415. I've always been in the right place and time. Of course, I steered myself 
there. Bob Hope  

416. If I have to lay an egg for my country, I'll do it. Bob Hope  
417. I have seen what a laugh can do. It can transform almost unbearable tears 

into something bearable, even hopeful. Bob Hope  
418. If you haven't any charity in your heart, you have the worst kind of heart 

trouble. Bob Hope  
419. People who throw kisses are hopelessly lazy. Bob Hope  
420. You never get tired unless you stop and take time for it. Bob Hope 
421. The greater part of our happiness or misery depends on our dispositions 

and not our circumstances. Martha Washington  
422. The greater part of our happiness or misery depends on our dispositions 

and not our circumstances. Martha Washington  
423. Happiness is not a goal; it is a by-product. - Eleanor Roosevelt  
424. If life were predictable it would cease to be life, and be without flavor. 

Eleanor Roosevelt  
425. It is better to light a candle than curse the darkness. Eleanor Roosevelt 
426. It is not fair to ask of others what you are not willing to do yourself. Eleanor 

Roosevelt 
427. It is not more vacation we need - it is more vocation. Eleanor Roosevelt  
428. No one can make you feel inferior without your consent. - Eleanor 

Roosevelt  
429. The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams. - 

Eleanor Roosevelt 
430. The giving of love is an education in itself. -Eleanor Roosevelt  
431. What is to give light must endure the burning. Eleanor Roosevelt 
432. What one has to do usually can be done. Eleanor Roosevelt  
433. When you cease to make a contribution, you begin to die. Eleanor 

Roosevelt  
434. Women are like teabags. We don't know our true strength until we are in 

hot water! - Eleanor Roosevelt  
435. You must do the things you think you cannot do. ~ Eleanor Roosevelt  
436. The Grand essentials of happiness are: something to do, something to love, 

and something to hope for. ~ Allan K. Chalmers 
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437. If u have ♥ in ur life it can make up 4a gr8 many things u lack If u don't 

have it no matter what else there is it's not enuf A.Landers 
438. Him that I love, I wish to be free -- even from me. Anne Morrow Lindbergh 
439. Love does not consist of gazing at each other, but in looking together in the 

same direction. Antoine de Saint-Exupery 
440. Love life and life will love you back. Love people and they will love you 

back. Arthur Rubinstein 
441. Love is a choice you make from moment to moment. - Barbara De Angelis 
442. Love & kindness r never wasted. They always make a difference. They bless 

the 1 who receives them & they bless u the giver. B DeAngelis 
443. I love thee, I love but thee. With a love that shall not die Till the sun grows 

cold, And the stars grow old...Bayard Taylor 
444. The good life is inspired by love and guided by knowledge. ~ Bertrand 

Russell 
445. The heart has its reasons which reason knows not of. ~  Blaise Pascal 
446. Clarity of mind means clarity of passion2; this is why a gr8 & clear mind 

loves ardently & sees distinctly what it loves. Blaise Pascal 
447. Contradiction is not a sign of falsity, nor the lack of contradiction a sign of 

truth. - Blaise Pascal 
448. We are generally the better persuaded by the reasons we discover 

ourselves than by those given to us by others. -  Blaise Pascal 
449. We know truth, not only by reason, but also by the heart. - Blaise Pascal 
450. The Knowledge of God is very far from the love of Him. ~ Blaise Pascal 
451. Why love if losing hurts so much? We love to know that we are not alone. 

C.S. Lewis 
452. Tell me who admires and loves you, And I will tell you who you are. Charles 

Augustin Sainte-Beuve 
453. Every time we love, every time we give, it's Christmas. Dale Evans 
454. It's the way you ride the trail that counts. - Dale Evans  
455. You call it madness, but I call it love. - Don Byas 
456. Life is a quest and love a quarrel ... Edna St. Vincent Millay 
457. The love we give away is the only love we keep. ~ Elbert Hubbard  
458. A friend is one who knows you and loves you just the same. ~  
459. A man is as good as he has to be, and a woman as bad as she dares. Elbert 

Hubbard  
460. A man is not paid for having a head and hands, but for using them. ~ 

Elbert Hubbard  
461. He has achieved success who has worked well, laughed often, and loved 

much. ~ Elbert Hubbard 
462. He who does not understand your silence will probably not understand your 

words. ~ Elbert Hubbard #quote 
463. In order to have friends, you must first be one. ~ Elbert Hubbard #quote 

#Friends 
464. #Initiative is doing the right things without being told. ~ Elbert Hubbard 

#quote  
465. Yes, love is free; it can dwell in no other atmosphere. ~ Emma Goldman 

#quote #Love 
466. Life in abundance comes only through great love. ~ Elbert Hubbard  
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467. Men are only as great as they are kind. ~ Elbert Hubbard #quote 
468. Positive anything is better than negative nothing. ~ Elbert Hubbard  
469. Pray that success will not come any faster than you are able to endure it. 

~Elbert Hubbard 
470. Responsibility is the price of freedom. - Elbert Hubbard  
471. Pray that success will not come any faster than you are able to endure it. 

~Elbert Hubbard 
472. Responsibility is the price of freedom. - Elbert Hubbard #quote 
473. The best preparation for good work tomorrow is to do good work today. ~ 

Elbert Hubbard  
474. Pray that success will not come any faster than you are able to endure it. 

~Elbert Hubbard 
475. Responsibility is the price of freedom. - Elbert Hubbard  
476. The best preparation for good work tomorrow is to do good work today. ~ 

Elbert Hubbard  
477. The greatest mistake you can make in life is continually fearing that you'll 

make one. ~ Elbert Hubbard  
478. The highest reward that God gives us for good work is the ability to do 

better work. ~ Elbert Hubbard  
479. The love we give away is the only love we keep. ~ Elbert Hubbard #quote 

#Love 
480. And in the end, the Love we make is equal to the love we take. - Paul 

McCartney #quote #love #TheBeatles 
481. This will never be a civilized country until we spend more money for books 

than we do for chewing gum. ~ Elbert Hubbard #quote 
482. To avoid criticism, do nothing, say nothing, and be nothing. ~ Elbert 

Hubbard  
483. It is better to keep your mouth closed and let people think you are a fool 

than to open it and remove all doubt. ~ Mark Twain #quote 
484. To get the full value of joy, you must have someone to divide it with. – 

Mark Twain #lve #quote 
485. We awaken in others the same attitude of mind we hold toward them. ~ 

Elbert Hubbard #quote #inspiration 
486. We #work to become, not to acquire. ~ Elbert Hubbard #quote 

#inspiration 
487. For unto whomsoever much is given, of him shall be much required. -  Luke 

12:48 
488. When love beckons to you follow him, though his ways are hard and steep. 

~ Kahlil Gibran #quote #Love 
489. Love has no other desire but to fulfil itself. ~ Kahlil Gibran #quote #Love 
490. You give but little when you give of your possessions. It is when you give of 

yourself that you truly give. ~ Kahlil Gibran #quote  
491. Beauty is eternity gazing at itself in a mirror. But you are eternity and you 

are the mirror. ~ Kahlil Gibran #quote #Beauty 
492. He is not a lover who does not love forever. ~ Euripides 
493. Love doesn't make the world go 'round; love is what makes the ride 

worthwhile. ~ Franklin P. Jones 
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494. It is not a lack of love, but a lack of friendship that makes unhappy 

marriages. ~ Friedrich Nietzsche 
 
495. Love is not a matter of counting the years ... But making the years count. - 

Michelle Amand  
496. Love is the only gold. – Alfred Lord Tennyson 
497. Love is a beautiful dream. – William Sharp 
498. There is only one happiness in life: to love and be loved. – George Sand 
499. For it was not into my ear you whispered, but into my heart. It was not my 

lips you kissed, but my soul. – Judy Garland 
500. For love is heaven, and heaven is love. – Sir Walter Scott 
501. Happiness is like a kiss…you must share it to enjoy it. – Bernard Meltzer 
502. Ambition is a dream with a V8 engine. ~ Elvis Presley  
503. From the time I was a kid, I always knew something was going to happen 

to me. Didn't know exactly what. ~ Elvis Presley  
504. Adversity is sometimes hard upon a man; but for one man who can stand 

prosperity, there are a hundred that will stand adversity. ~ Elvis Presley  
505. I have no use for bodyguards, but I have very specific use for two highly 

trained certified public accountants. ~ Elvis Presley  
506. I learned how important it is to entertain people and give them a reason to 

come and watch you play. ~ Elvis Presley  
507. In the arithmetic of love, one plus one equals everything, and two minus 

one equals nothing. – Mignon McLaughlin 
508. Love is the greatest refreshment in life. – Pablo Picasso 
509. When a male and female combine, all things achieve harmony. – The Tao 

Te Ching 
510. I love you not only for what you are, but for what I am when I’m with you. 

– Elizabeth Barrett Browning 
511. Come live in my heart and pay no rent. – Samuel Lover 
512. Love is, above all, the gift of oneself. – Jean Anouilh 
513. A heart in love hears music even when there is silence. – Tia Pilikian 
514. Love is not love which alters when it alteration finds. – William Shakespeare 
515. Love is when reality is better than your dreams. – Becky Graham 
516. They do not love that do not show their love. – William Shakespeare 
517. Love, and a cough, cannot be hid. – George Herbert 
518. From their eyelids as they glanced dripped love. – Hesiod 
519. In the eyes of a lover pockmarks are dimples. – Japanese Proverb 
520. We love because it’s the only true adventure. – Nikki Giovanni 
521. Life is the flower for which love is the honey. – Victor Hugo 
522. Love makes your soul crawl out from its hiding place. – Zora Neale Hurston 
523. Till I loved I never lived. – Emily Dickinson 
524. Love is an act of faith. – Erich Fromm 
525. The future depends on what we do in the present. ~ Mahatma Gandhi  
526. Inspiration and genius--one and the same. ~ Victor Hugo  
527. Destiny is no matter of chance. It's a matter of choice. It's not a thing 2b 

waited 4, it is a thing 2b achieved.  Wm J Bryan #quote 
528. When Ucannot make up URmind which of 2 evenly balanced courses of 

action Ushould take – choose the bolder.  WJ Slim #quote #inspiration 
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529. There's only 1way 2succeed in anything & that is 2 give it everything. I do 

& I demand that my players do. ~ V Lombardi #quote #success 
530. If you aren't fired with enthusiasm, you'll be fired with enthusiasm. ~ Vince 

Lombari #quote #inspiration 
531. Mental toughness is essential to success. ~ Vince Lombardi #quote 

#success #inspiration 
532. 2 achieve success, whatever the job we have, we must pay a price. ~ Vince 

Lombardi 
533. Confidence is contagious and so is lack of confidence, and a customer will 

recognize both. ~ Vince Lombardi 
534. The quality of a person's life is in direct proportion to their commitment to 

excellence, regardless of their chosen field of endeavor. ~ Vince Lombardi 
#quote #inspiration 

535. The good Lord gave you a body that can stand most anything. It's your 
mind you have to convince. ~ Vince Lombardi #quote #inspiration 

536. Once you learn to quit, it becomes a habit. ~ Vince Lombardi #quote 
#success 

537. Perfection is not attainable. But if we chase perfection, we can catch 
excellence. ~ Vince Lombardi #quote #inspiration 

538. If you'll not settle for anything less than your best, you will be amazed at 
what you can accomplish in your lives. ~ Vince Lombardi #quote 
#inspiration 

539. It's not whether you get knocked down, it's whether you get up. ~ Vince 
Lombardi #quote #inspiration #success 

540. It is essential to understand that battles are primarily won in the ♥s of men. 
~ Vince Lombardi #quote #inspiration 

541. In great attempts, it is glorious even to fail. ~ Vince Lombardi #quote 
#inspiration 

542. Leadership is based on a spiritual quality; the power to inspire, the power 
to inspire others to follow. ~ Vince Lombardi #quote 

543. Having the capacity to lead is not enough. The leader must be willing to use 
it. ~ Vince Lombardi #quote 

544. Leaders are made, they are not born. ~ Vince Lombardi #quote 
545. Winning is not a sometime thing: it's an all the time thing. ~ Vince 

Lombardi #quote 
546. Teams do not go physically flat, they go mentally stale. ~ Vince Lombardi 

#quote 
547. The achievements of an organization are the results of the combined effort 

of each individual. ~ Vince Lombardi #quote 
548. Success demands singleness of purpose. ~ Vince Lombardi #quote 
549. The harder you work, the harder it is to surrender.  ~ Vince Lombardi 

#quote #inpiration 
550. They call it coaching but it is teaching. You do not just tell them...you show 

them the reasons. ~ Vince Lombardi #quote 
551. If it doesn't matter who wins or loses, then why do they keep score? ~ 

Vince Lombardi #quote #motivation 
552. People often say that #motivation doesn't last. Well, neither does bathing - 

that's why we recommend it daily. ~ Zig Ziglar #quote 
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553. You are the only person on earth who can use your ability. ~ Zig Ziglar 

#quote 
554. You have to ''be'' before you can ''do,'' and do before you can ''have.'' ~ Zig 

Ziglar #quote 
555. Sometimes adversity is what you need to face in order to become 

successful. ~ Zig Ziglar #quote 
556. Building a better you is the first step to building a better America. ~ Zig 

Ziglar #quote 
557. You cannot climb the ladder of success dressed in the costume of failure. ~ 

Zig Ziglar #quote #success 
558. A goal properly set is halfway reached. ~ Zig Ziglar #quote #goals  
559. The way you see people is the way you treat them. ~ Zig Ziglar #quote 
560. You don't pay the price for #success. You enjoy the price for success. ~ Zig 

Ziglar #quote 
561. What you get by achieving your #goals is not as important as what you 

become by achieving your goals. ~ Zig Ziglar #quote 
562. How can you hit a target you don't even have!? You need to have #GOALS 

in your life! ~ Zig Ziglar #quote 
563. #Success is the maximum utilization of the ability that you have. ~ Zig 

Ziglar #quote 
564. You cannot make it as a wandering generality. You must become a 

meaningful specific. ~ Zig Ziglar #quote 
565. #Happiness is not pleasure, it is #victory. ~ Zig Ziglar #quote #success  
566. You cannot tailor make your situation in life, but you can tailor make your 

attitudes to fit those situations. ~ Zig Ziglar #quote 
567. It's not what you've got, it's what you use that makes a difference. ~ Zig 

Ziglar #quote 
568. The most important #persuasion tool you have in your entire arsenal is 

#integrity. ~ Zig Ziglar #quote 
569. Positive thinking will let you do everything better than negative thinking 

will. ~ Zig Ziglar #quote 
570. Many people spend more time in planning the #wedding than they do in 

planning the #marriage. ~ Zig Ziglar #quote 
571. #Success is dependent upon the glands -- sweat glands. ~ Zig Ziglar 

#quote 
572. Every choice you make has an end result. ~ Zig Ziglar #quote 
573. #Money won't make you happy... but everybody wants to find out for 

themselves. ~ Zig Ziglar #quote #happiness 
574. #Winning is not everything, but the effort to win is. ~ Zig Ziglar #quote 
575. If u go looking 4 a friend, u're going 2 find they're very scarce. If u go out 

2b a friend, u'll find them everywhere. ~ Zig #quote 
576. You cannot perform in a manner inconsistent with the way you see 

yourself. ~ Zig Ziglar #quote 
577. If you don't see yourself as a winner, then you cannot perform as a winner. 

~ Zig Ziglar #quote 
578. Failure is a detour, not a dead-end street. ~ Zig Ziglar #quote #success 
579. Many #marriages would be better if the #husband and the #wife clearly 

understood that they are on the same side. ~ Zig Ziglar #quote 
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580. People who have good #relationships at home are more effective in the 

marketplace. ~ Zig Ziglar #quote 
581. If you have enough push, you don't have to worry about the pull. ~ Zig 

Ziglar #quote 
582. You were born to win, but to be a winner, you must plan to win, prepare to 

win, and expect to win. ~ Zig Ziglar #quote 
583. If God would have wanted us 2 live in a permissive society He would have 

given us 10 Suggestions and not 10 Commandments. ~ Zig Ziglar 
584. Your #attitude, not your aptitude, will determine your altitude. ~ Zig Ziglar 

#quote 
585. A lot of people quit looking for work as soon as they find a job. ~ Zig Ziglar 

#quote #success 
586. Every obnoxious act is a cry for help. ~ Zig Ziglar #quote #communication  
587. If you want to reach a #goal, you must "see the reaching" in your own 

mind before you actually arrive at your goal. ~ Zig Ziglar #quote 
588. People don't buy for logical reasons. They buy for emotional reasons. ~ Zig 

Ziglar #quote #selling #sales #persuasion 
589. Expect the best. Prepare for the worst. Capitalize on what comes. ~ Zig 

Ziglar #quote  
590. If you learn from defeat, you haven't really lost. ~ Zig Ziglar #quote 

#success 
591. #Money isn't the most important thing in life, but it's reasonably close to 

oxygen on the "gotta have it" scale. ~ Zig Ziglar #quote  
592. Remember that #failure is an event, not a person. ~ Zig Ziglar #quote 

#success 
593. A single rose can be my garden... a single friend, my world. ~ Leo 

Buscaglia 
594. #Life lived for tomorrow will always be just a day away from being realized. 

~ Leo Buscaglia #quote 
595. Only the weak are cruel. Gentleness can only be expected from the strong. 

~ Leo Buscaglia #quote 
596. What we call the secret of #happiness is no more a #secret than our 

willingness to choose life. ~ Leo Buscaglia 
597. #Love always creates, it never destroys. In this lie's man's only promise. ~ 

Leo Buscaglia 
598. We all need each other. ~ Leo Buscaglia #quote 
599. #Love is always bestowed as a gift - freely, willingly and without 

expectation. We don't love to be loved; we love to love. ~ Leo Buscaglia 
600. We are no longer puppets being manipulated by outside powerful forces: 

we become the powerful force ourselves. ~ Leo Buscaglia #quote 
601. #Love is always open arms. If you close your arms about love you will find 

that you are left holding only yourself. ~ Leo Buscaglia 
602. Worry never robs tomorrow of its sorrow, it only saps today of its #joy. ~ 

Leo Buscaglia 
603. Your talent is God's gift to you. What you do with it is your gift back to God. 

~ Leo Buscaglia #quote  
604. #Love is life. And if you miss love, you miss life. ~ Leo Buscaglia 
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605. Never idealize others. They will never live up to your expectations. ~ Leo 

Buscaglia #quote #relationships 
606. What #love we've given, we'll have forever. What love we fail to give, will 

be lost for all #eternity. ~ Leo Buscaglia 
607. If I don't have #wisdom, I can teach you only ignorance. ~ Leo Buscaglia  
608. Change is the end result of all true #learning. ~ Leo Buscaglia #quote 

#education 
609. Death is a challenge. It tells us not to waste time... It tells us to tell each 

other right now that we #love each other. 
610. Leo Buscaglia #quote #relationships 
611. Don't brood. Get on with #living and #loving. You don't have forever. ~ 

Leo Buscaglia 
612. Don't smother each other. No one can grow in the shade. ~ Leo Buscaglia   
613. I still get wildly enthusiastic about little things... I play with leaves. I skip 

down the street & run against the wind. ~ L Buscaglia  
614. The easiest thing to be in the world is you. . ~ Leo Buscaglia #quote 
615. Hold on tight to your dream. When you see your ship go sailing. When you 

feel your heart is breaking. Hold tight to your dream. #ELO 
616. When you need a shoulder to cry on. When you get so sick of trying. Just 

hold tight to your dream. #ELO 
617. Accroches-toi a ton reve. Quand tu vois ton bateau partir. Quand tu sents -

- ton coeur se briser. Accroches-toi a ton reve. #ELO 
618. The way I see it, if you want the rainbow, you gotta put up with the rain. - 

Dolly Parton #quote 
619. All media exist to invest our lives with artificial perceptions and arbitrary 

values. - Marshall McLuhan 
620. It is not the mountain we conquer but ourselves. ~ Sir Edmund Hillary 
621. You don’t have to be a fantastic hero to do certain things – to compete. You 

can be just an ordinary chap, sufficiently motivated. ~ Sir Edmund Hillary 
622. People do not decide to become extraordinary. They decide to accomplish 

extraordinary things. ~ Sir Edmund Hillary 
623. That some achieve great success, is proof to all that others can achieve it 

as well. ~ Abraham Lincoln 
624. None of us will ever accomplish anything excellent or commanding except 

when he listens to this whisper which is heard by him alone. ~ Emerson 
#quote 

625. See. Believe. Begin. Continue. Finish. ~ Dr Kevin Hogan #quote #success 
626. Never doubt that a small group of committed people can change the world. 

It is the only thing that ever has. ~ Margaret Mead 
627. When you're committed to something, you accept no excuses, only results. 

~ Ken Blanchard 
628. Whatever you do, or dream you can, begin it. Boldness has genius and 

power and magic in it. ~ Goethe #quote 
629. Courage is the discovery that you may not win, and trying when you know 

you can lose. ~ Tom Krause 
630. I believe every human has a finite number of heartbeats. I don't intend to 

waste any of mine. ~ Neil Armstrong #quote #inspiration 
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631. I guess we all like 2b recognized not for 1 piece of fireworks, but for the 

ledger of our daily work. ~ Neil Armstrong #quote #inspire 
632. A lot of people attack the sea, I make #love to it. ~ Jacques Cousteau 

#quote 
633. I think we're going to the moon because it's in the nature of the human 

being to face challenges. ~ Neil Armstrong #quote #inspiration 
634. The happiness of the bee and the dolphin is to exist. For man it is to know 

that and to wonder at it. ~ Jacques Cousteau  
635. People protect what they love. ~ Jacques Cousteau 
636. I was elated, ecstatic and extremely surprised that we were successful. ~ 

Neil Armstrong 
637. Mystery creates wonder and wonder is the basis of man's desire to 

understand. ~ Neil Armstrong #quote #inspiration 
638. Humanity is not 4ever chained 2 this planet & our visions go rather further 

than that & our opportunities r unlimited. ~ Neil Armstrong 
639. The sea, once it casts its spell, holds one in its net of wonder forever. ~ 

Jacques Cousteau   
640. You know, ... old folks can have dreams, too, as well as young folks, and 

then work toward them. ~ John Glenn #quote #inspiration 
641. To look out at this kind of creation out here and not believe in God is to me 

impossible. ~ John Glenn #quote #faith #inspiration 
642. The sea, the great unifier, is man's only hope. Now…the old phrase has a 

literal meaning: we r all in the same boat. ~Jacques Cousteau 
643. When one man, for whatever reason, has the opportunity to lead an 

extraordinary life, he has no right to keep it to himself. ~ Jacques Cousteau  
644. A good book is the precious lifeblood of a master spirit. ~ John Milton 

#quotes #books 
645. Love-quarrels oft in pleasing concord end. ~ John Milton  #quote #love 
646. He who reigns within himself and rules passions, desires, and fears is more 

than a king. ~ John Milton  
647. They also serve who only stand and wait. ~ John Milton  
648. Who overcomes by force, hath overcome but half his foe. ~ John Milton  

#quote #persuasion 
649. Every man dies.  Not every man really lives.  ~ Braveheart #quote 

#inspiration 
650. Dream as if you'll live forever.  Live as if you'll die today.  ~ James Dean 

#quote #inspiration 
651. Live every day as if it were your last and then some day you'll be right.  ~ 

H.H. "Breaker" Morant 
652. As if you could kill time without injuring eternity.  ~ Thoreau #quote 

#inspiration 
653. Don't be fooled by the calendar.  There are only as many days in the year 

as you make use of.  ~ Charles Richards 
654. There is no cure for birth and death save to enjoy the interval.  ~ George 

Santayana #quote #inspiration 
655. Spend the afternoon.  You can't take it with you.  ~ Annie Dillard #quote 

#inspiration 
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656. And in the end, it's not the years in your life that count.  It's the life in your 

years.  ~ Abraham Lincoln #quote #inspiration 
657. I was training to be an electrician. I suppose I got wired the wrong way 

round somewhere along the line. ~ Elvis Presley #quote 
658. Storms make trees take deeper roots. ~ Dolly Parton #quote #inspiration 
659. I'm not trying to be sexy. It's just my way of expressing myself when I 

move around. ~ Elvis Presley #quote 
660. Man, I really like Vegas. ~ Elvis Presley  #quote #Vegas 
661. I'm trying to keep a level head. You have to be careful out in the world. It's 

so easy to get turned. ~ Elvis Presley #quote 
662. If you don't like the road you're walking, start paving another one. ~ Dolly 

Parton  
663. Truth is like the sun. You can shut it out for a time, but it ain't goin' away. 

~ Elvis Presley  
664. Until we meet again, may God bless you as he has blessed me. ~ Elvis 

Presley #quote 
665. Whatever I will become will be what God has chosen for me. ~ Elvis Presley  

#quote 
666. When I was a boy, I always saw myself as a hero in comic books and in 

movies. I grew up believing this dream. ~ Elvis Presley #quote 
667. I'm old enough and cranky enough now that if someone tried to tell me 

what to do, I'd tell them where to put it. ~ Dolly Parton 
668. You'll never do a whole lot unless you're brave enough to try. ~ Dolly 

Parton  #quote #motivation 
669. You can't escape the responsibility of tomorrow by evading it today. ~ 

Abraham Lincoln 
670. It's a good thing I was born a girl, otherwise I'd be a drag queen. ~ Dolly 

Parton  
671. We cannot direct the wind, but we can adjust the sails. ~ Dolly Parton 

#quote #inspiration 
672. Don't compromise yourself. You are all you've got. ~ Janis Joplin #quote 

#inspiration 
673. I'm one of those regular weird people. ~ Janis Joplin #quote #inspiration 
674. Rock on out. ~ Janis Joplin #quote #inspiration 
675. If I hold back, I'm no good. I'm no good. I'd rather be good sometimes, 

than holding back all the time. ~ Janis Joplin #quote #inspiration 
676. I'd rather be hated for who I am, than loved for who I am not. ~ Kurt 

Cobain #quote #inspiration 
677. The worst crime is faking it. ~ Kurt Cobain #quote #inspiration 
678. Wanting to be someone else is a waste of the person you are. ~ Kurt 

Cobain #quote #inspiration 
679. A man is a #success if he gets up in the morning and gets to bed at night, 

and in between he does what he wants to do. ~ Bob Dylan #quote 
#inspiration 

680. If you don't know where you are going, you might wind up someplace else. 
~ Yogi Berra  

681. A hero is someone who understands the responsibility that comes with his 
freedom. ~ Bob Dylan #quote #inspiration 
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682. All I can do is be me, whoever that is. ~ Bob Dylan #quote #inspiration 
683. I accept chaos, I'm not sure whether it accepts me. ~ Bob Dylan #quote 
684. I think the truly natural things are #dreams, which nature can't touch with 

decay. ~ Bob Dylan  #quote 
685. A real decision is measured by the fact that you've taken a new action. If 

there's no action, you haven't truly decided. ~ Tony Robbins  
686. A ship in port is safe but that's not what ships are for ... sail out to see and 

do new things. ~ Grace Hopper  
687. For changes to be of any true value, they've got to be lasting and 

consistent. ~ Tony Robbins  
688. Death twitches my ear.  "Live," he says, "I am coming."  ~ Virgil #quote 

#inspiration #time 
689. How am I going to live today in order to create the tomorrow I'm 

committed to? ~ Tony Robbins  
690. There is no cure for birth and death save to enjoy the interval.  ~ George 

Santayana 
691. 4a long time it had seemed 2me that life was about 2Bgin - real life @last it 

dawned on me that these obstacles were my life Fr ADSouza 
692. Be happy while you're living, for you're a long time dead.  ~ Scottish 

Proverb 
693. To change one's life:  Start immediately.  Do it flamboyantly.  No 

exceptions.  ~ William James #quote #inspiration 
694. You will never find time for anything.  If you want time you must make it.  

~ Charles Buxton #quote #inspiration #time 
695. May you live all the days of your life. ~ Jonathan Swift #quote #inspiration 

#time 
696. Fear not that life shall come to an end, but rather fear that it shall never 

have a beginning.  ~ John Henry Cardinal Newman 
697. A ship in port is safe but that's not what ships are for ... sail out to see and 

do new things. ~ Grace Hopper  
698. You live longer once you realize that any time spent being unhappy is 

wasted.  ~ Ruth E. Renkl 
699. You may delay, but time will not.  ~ Benjamin Franklin 
700. We cannot waste time.  We can only waste ourselves.  ~ Geo M. Adams 
701. Gather ye rose-buds while ye may; Old Time is still a-flying; And this same 

flower that smiles 2day, 2morrow will be dying. ~ R Herrick 
702. It's a funny thing about life; if you refuse to accept anything but the best, 

you very often get it. ~ W. Somerset Maugham 
703. Behold the turtle. He only makes progress when he sticks his neck out. ~ 

James Bryant Conan 
704. Whistle While You Work. ~ Frank Churchill and Leigh Harline #quote #time 
705. Most of us spend our lives as if we had another one in the bank.  ~ Ben 

Irwin 
706. All I want is the best of everything and there's very little of that left. ~ Cecil 

Beaton #quote 
707. How we spend our days is, of course, how we spend our lives.  ~ Annie 

Dillard 
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708. I would I could stand on a busy corner, hat in hand, and beg people to 

throw me all their wasted hours.  ~ Bernard Berenson 
709. I have spent my days stringing and unstringing my instrument, while the 

song I came to sing remains unsung.  ~ Tagore 
710. It's kind of fun to do the impossible. ~ Walt Disney  
711. At every crossroads on the path that leads to the future, tradition has 

placed 10,000 men to guard the past. ~ Maurice Maeterlink  
712. A conference is a gathering of important people who singly can do nothing, 

but together can decide that nothing can be done. ~ Fred Allen  
713. Many people die with their music still in them.  Why is this so?  Too often it 

is because they are always getting ready to live.  Before they know it, time 
runs out.  ~ OW Holmes 

714. A good listener is not only popular everywhere, but after a while he gets to 
know something. ~ Wilson Mizner  

715. If you've always done it that way, it's probably wrong. ~ Charles Kettering 
716. Doing more things faster is no substitute for doing the right things. ~ 

Stephen R. Covey  
717. 2 listen closely and reply well is the highest perfection we are able 2 attain 

in the art of conversation. Francois de La Rochefoucauld  
718. Contemplation often makes life miserable.  We should act more, think less, 

and stop watching ourselves live.  ~ Nicolas de Chamfort 
719. The man who says it cannot be done should not interrupt the man doing it.  

Chinese Proverb 
720. If you wait, all that happens is that you get older.  ~ Larry McMurtry 
721. It is easier to get forgiveness than permission. ~ Grace Murray Hopper  
722. The best way to have a good idea is to have lots of ideas. -- Linus Pauling 
723. When you were born, you cried and the world rejoiced.  Live your life in 

such a manner that when you die the world cries and you rejoice.  ~Indian 
Saying 

724. Wherever you see a successful business, someone once made a courageous 
decision. ~ Peter Drucker  

725. Whether it's the best of times or the worst of times, it's the only time we've 
got.  ~ Art Buchwald 

726. If you woke up breathing, congratulations!  You have another chance.  ~ 
Andrea Boydston 

727. though love be a day and life be nothing, it shall not stop kissing.  ~e.e. 
cummings 

728. Use your health, even to the point of wearing it out.  That is what it is for.  
Spend all you have before you die; do not outlive yourself.  ~ George 
Bernard Shaw 

729. Nostalgia is a seductive liar. ~ Mike Schmoker  
730. There are many To-morrows, my Love, my Love, - There is only one To-

day. ~ Joaquin Miller 
731. Life is always walking up to us and saying, "Come on in, the living's fine," 

and what do we do?  Back off and take its picture.  ~ Russell Baker 
732. I don't want to get to the end of my life and find that I lived just the length 

of it.  I want to have lived the width of it as well.  ~ Diane Ackerman 
733. Men talk of killing time, while time quietly kills them.  ~ Dion Boucicault 
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734. Treat people as if they were what they ought to be and you help them to 

become what they are capable of being. ~ Johann Wolfgang von Goethe 
735. In the presence of greatness, pettiness disappears. In the absence of a 

great dream, pettiness prevails. ~ Robert Fritz  
736. You see, when there is danger, a good leader takes the front line. But when 

there is celebration, a good leader stays in the back room. ~ Nelson 
Mandela  

737. If Uwere going 2die soon &had only 1phone call Ucould make, who would 
Ucall &what would u say?  &Y RU waiting?  ~Stephen Levine #quote #love 

738. If you want the cooperation of human beings around you, make them feel 
that they are important. And you do that by being humble. ~ Nelson 
Mandela  

739. I have a dream that 1day the sons of 4mer slaves &the sons of former 
slave owners will Bable  2sit 2gether @the table of brotherhood. MLK There 
is no woman who does not dream of being dressed in Paris.  ~ Anon 

740. If you are patient in one moment of anger you will escape a hundred days 
of sorrow. ~ Chinese Proverb 

741. When I grow too old to dream Your #love will live in my heart.- Oscar 
Hammerstein 

742. Since Life is but a Dream, Why toil to no avail? - Li Po 
743. With time and patience the mulberry leaf becomes a silk gown. ~ Chinese 

Proverb 
744. What happens to a dream deferred? Does it dry up like a raisin in the sun? 

~ Langston Huges 
745. Give a man a fish and he will eat for a day. Teach a man to fish and he will 

eat for the rest of his life. ~ Chinese Proverb 
746. Do not remove a fly from your friend’s forehead with a hatchet. ~ Chinese 

Proverb 
747. If you get up one more time than you fall you will make it through. ~ 

Chinese Proverb 
748. Learning is a treasure that will follow its owner everywhere. ~ Chinese 

Proverb 
749. Be not afraid of growing slowly be afraid only of standing still. ~ Chinese 

Proverb 
750. A journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step. ~ Confucious  
751. Those who do not read are no better off than those who cannot. ~ Chinese 

Proverb 
752. He who asks a question is a fool for five minutes he who does not ask a 

question remains a fool forever. ~ Chinese Proverb 
753. Teachers open the door but you must enter by yourself. ~ Chinese Proverb 
754. Sour sweet bitter pungent all must be tasted. ~ Chinese Proverb 
755. The man who removes a mountain begins by carrying away small stones.  

~ Chinese Proverb 
756. The gem cannot be polished without friction nor man perfected without 

trials.  ~ Chinese Proverb 
757. I hear and I forget I see and I remember I do and I understand.  ~ 

Confucius #quote  
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758. There are two perfect men one dead and the other unborn.  ~ Chinese 

Proverb 
759. Some enchanted evening, When you find your true #love…make her ur own 

Or all through ur life You may dream all alone.  ~ Hammerstein #quote 
760. After three days without reading talk becomes flavorless. ~ Chinese 

Proverb #quote #books #reading  
761. With true friends…even water drunk together is sweet enough. ~ Chinese 

Proverb 
762. If you always give You will always have. ~ Chinese Proverb 
763. If you must play decide on three things at the start the rules of he game 

the stakes and the quitting time. ~ Chinese Proverb 
764. To know the road ahead ask those coming back.  
765. When you have only two pennies left in the world buy a loaf of bread with 

one and a lily with the other. ~ Chinese Proverb 
766. The fear of death follows from the fear of life.  A man who lives fully is 

prepared to die at any time.  ~Mark Twain 
767. What would be the use of immortality to a person who cannot use well a 

half an hour.  ~Ralph Waldo Emerson 
768. The man who does not learn is dark like one walking in the night.  ~ 

Chinese Proverb 
769. One should be just as careful in choosing one’s pleasures as in avoiding 

calamities.  ~ Chinese Proverb 
770. He who hurries can not walk with dignity. ~ Chinese Proverb 
771. Make happy those who are near and those who are far will come.  ~ 

Chinese Proverb 
772. When you want to test the depths of a stream don’t use both feet.  ~ 

Chinese Proverb 
773. If heaven made him earth can find some use for him.  ~ Chinese Proverb 

#inspiration 
774. Married couples tell each other a thousand things without speech.  ~ 

Chinese Proverb #love 
775. A book is like a garden carried in the pocket. ~ Chinese Proverb  #book 

#love 
776. A room without #books is like a body without a soul.  ~ Cicero 
777. Raise your sail one foot and you get ten feet of wind. ~ Chinese Proverb 
778. A bird does not sing because it has an answer. It sings because it has a 

song. ~ Chinese Proverb 
779. When you drink the water remember the spring. ~ Chinese Proverb 
780. Smooth seas do not make skillful sailors. ~ African proverb 
781. He who has health has hope and he who has hope has everything. ~ Arab 

proverb 
782. Blessed is he who speaks a kindness thrice blessed is he who repeats it. ~ 

Arab proverb 
783. An army of sheep led by a lion would defeat an army of lions led by a 

sheep. ~ Arab proverb 
784. Ask the experienced rather than the learned. ~ Arab proverb 
785. Do not stand in a place of danger trusting in miracles. ~ Arab proverb 
786. The enemy of my enemy is my friend. ~ Arab proverb 
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787. Make your bargain before beginning to plow. ~ Arab proverb 
788. God could not be everywhere and therefore he created mothers. ~ Jewish 

proverb 
789. If you can’t go over you must go under. ~ Jewish proverb 
790. Don’t be sweet lest you be eaten up don’t be bitter lest you be spewed out. 

~ Jewish proverb 
791. With money in your pocket you are wise you are handsome and you sing 

well too. ~ Jewish proverb 
792. The only truly dead are those who have been forgotten. ~ Jewish proverb 
793. The innkeeper loves a drunkard but not for a son-in-law. ~ Jewish proverb 
794. He that can’t endure the bad will not live to see the good. ~ Jewish proverb 
795. Don’t look for more honor than your learning merits. ~ Jewish proverb 
796. Rejoice not at thine enemy’s fall – but don’t rush to pick him up either. ~ 

Jewish proverb 
797. By learning you will teach by teaching you will learn. ~ Latin proverb 
798. Keep quiet and people will think you a philosopher.  ~ Latin proverb 
799. If there is no wind row.  ~ Latin proverb 
800. Live your own life for you will die your own death.  ~ Latin proverb 

#inspiration 
801. It is the part of a good shepherd to shear his flock not to skin it.  ~ Latin 

proverb #leadership 
802. Fall seven times stand up eight. ~ Japanese proverb #inspiration 
803. You don’t have to die heaven and hell are in this world too. ~ Japanese 

proverb 
804. In wealth many friends in poverty not even relatives. ~ Japanese proverb 
805. Vision without action is a daydream. Action with without vision is a 

nightmare. ~ Japanese proverb 
806. One kind word can warm three winter months. ~ Japanese proverb 
807. Who travels for love finds a thousand miles not longer than one. ~ 

Japanese proverb 
808. When the character of a man is not clear to you look at his friends. ~ 

Japanese proverb 
809. What we have to learn to do, we learn by doing. ~ Aristotle 
810. The things taught in schools and colleges are not an education, but the 

means of education. ~ Emerson  
811. The art of teaching is the art of assisting discovery. ~ Mark Van Doren  
812. The illiterate of the future will not be the person who cannot read. It will be 

the person who does not know how to learn. ~ Alvin Toffler 
813. The wisdom acquired with the passage of time is a useless gift unless you 

share it. ~ Esther Williams 
814. I don't know the key to success, but the key to failure is to try to please 

everyone. ~ Bill Cosby 
815. To do a common thing, uncommonly well, brings success. ~ Henry John 

Heinz  
816. Many of life's failures are people who did not realize how close they were to 

success when they gave up. ~ Thomas Edison  
817. You can't have a better tomorrow if you are thinking about yesterday all 

the time. ~ Charles F. Kettering  
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818. I've learned that making a 'living' is not the same thing as making a 'life'. ~ 

Maya Angelou  
819. The way things are is not the way things have to be. ~ Emmanual 

Katongole and Chris Rice  
820. We can draw lessons from the past, but we cannot live in it. ~ Lyndon B. 

Johnson  
821. An inventor fails 999 times, and if he succeeds once, he's in. He treats his 

failures simply as practice shots. ~ Charles Kettering 
822. 99 percent of success is built on failure.~ Charles Kettering 
823. Every great improvement has come after repeated failures. Virtually 

nothing comes out right the first time. Failures, repeated failures, are 
fingerposts on the road to achievement. ~ Charles Kettering 

824. The biggest job we have is to teach a newly hired employee how to fail 
intelligently. We have to train him to experiment over and over and to keep 
on trying and failing until he learns what will work. ~ Charles Kettering  

825. I've failed over and over and over again in my life. And that is why I 
succeed. ~ Michael Jordan #quote #success #failure #inspiration 

826. Progress always involves risks. You can't steal second base and keep your 
foot on first. ~ Frederick B. Wilcox  

827. Nobody made a greater mistake than he who did nothing because he could 
only do a little. ~ Edmund Burke  

828. The life which is unexamined is not worth living. ~ Socrates  #quote #life 
#inspiration 

829. If you're not failing every now and again, it's a sign you're not doing 
anything very innovative. ~ Woody Allen  

830. One of the advantages of being disorderly is that one is constantly making 
exciting discoveries. A.A. Milne 

831. You can get it if you really want. But you must try, try and try. Try and try, 
you'll succeed at last. ~ Jimmy Cliff #quote #success #perseverance 

832. If you live to be 100, I hope I live to be 100 minus 1 day, so I never have 
to live without you. ~ Pooh  #quote #love #friendship 

833. ur braver than UBlieve stronger than u seem &smarter than u think but the 
most important thing is even if we're apart i'll always B wU ~Pooh 

834. If I had two dead rats, I’d give you one.  Kliban’s Cat #quote #love 
835. Few things can help an individual more than to place responsibility on him, 

and to let him know that you trust him. ~ Booker T. Washington 
836. Pay no attention to what the critics say; there has never been set up a 

statue in honor of a critic. ~ Jean Sibelius  
837. All human beings should try to learn before they die what they are running 

from, and to, and why. ~ James Thurber  
838. You don't get to choose how you're going to die, or when. You can only 

decide how you're going to live now. ~ Joan Baez  
839. If you would not be forgotten as soon as you are dead, either write things 

worth reading or do things worth writing. ~ Benjamin Franklin 
840. Don't aim for success if you want it; just do what you love and believe in, 

and it will come naturally. ~ David Frost  
841. Good judgment comes from experience; experience comes from bad 

judgment. ~ Mark Twain 
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842. The ultimate measure of a man is not where he stands in moments of 

comfort and convenience, but where he stands at times of challenge and 
controversy. ~ MLK Jr 

843. I am consoled by the fact that the Lord knows how to work and how to act, 
even with insufficient tools. ~ Pope Benedict XVI 

844. You are what you repeatedly do. Excellence is not an event -- it is a habit. 
~ Aristotle #inspiration #success 

845. Creativity is allowing yourself to make mistakes. Art is knowing which ones 
to keep. ~ Scott Adams 

846. The fishermen know that the sea is dangerous and the storm terrible, but 
they have never found these dangers sufficient reason for remaining 
ashore. ~ Vincent Van Gogh  

847. Thinking is the hardest work there is. That is why so few people engage in 
it. ~ Henry Ford 

848. A hero is no braver than an ordinary man, but he is braver five minutes 
longer. ~ Ralph Waldo Emerson 

849. If there ever comes a day when we can't be together keep me in your 
heart, I'll stay there forever ~ Pooh #love 

850. Piglet sidled up 2Pooh from behind. Pooh he whispered. Yes Piglet? Nothing 
said Piglet, taking Pooh's paw, I just wanted 2b sure of u. ~AAM 

851. You can't stay in your corner of the Forest waiting for others to come to 
you. You have to go to them sometimes. ~ Pooh #inspiration #quote 

852. “Rivers know this: there is no hurry. We shall get there some day.” 
~Winnie the Pooh #quote 

853. #Love is an emotion experienced by the many and enjoyed by the few. ~ 
George Jean Nathan #quote s 

854. To be trusted is a greater compliment than to be loved. ~ George 
MacDonald 

855. “"I wonder what Piglet is doing," thought Pooh. "I wish I were there to be 
doing it, too." - Winnie the Pooh 

856. “Nobody can be uncheered with a balloon." ~ Winnie the Pooh #quotes 
857. “A bear, however hard he tries, grows tubby without #exercise.” ~ Winnie 

the Pooh #quote #fitness 
858. A minute's success pays the failure of years. ~ Robert Browning 
859. Ah, but a man's reach should exceed his grasp. Or what's a heaven for? ~ 

Robert Browning 
860. Ambition is not what man does... but what man would do. ~ Robert 

Browning  
861. Love is energy of life. ~ Robert Browning  #quote #love 
862. Take away #love and our earth is a tomb. ~ Robert Browning  
863. So, fall asleep love, loved by me... for I know #love, I am loved by thee. ~ 

Robert Browning  
864. Tis not what man Does which exalts him, but what man Would do! ~ Robert 

Browning 
865. What of soul was left, I wonder, when the kissing had to stop? ~ Robert 

Browning  
866. How do I #love thee? Let me count the ways. ~ Elizabeth Barrett Browning  
867. Since when was genius found respectable? ~ Elizabeth Barrett Browning  
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868. What is genius but the power of expressing a new individuality? ~ Elizabeth 

Barrett Browning 
869. Who so loves believes the impossible. ~ Elizabeth Barrett Browning  
870. Nature never did betray the heart that loved her. ~ William Wordsworth 

#quote 
871. To begin, begin. ~ William Wordsworth  
872. A thing of beauty is a joy forever: its loveliness increases; it will never pass 

into nothingness. ~ John Keats 
873. 'Beauty is truth, truth beauty,' - that is all ye know on earth, and all ye 

need to know. ~ John Keats  
874. He ne'er is crowned with immortality Who fears to follow where airy voices 

lead. ~ John Keats #quote 
875. Heard melodies are sweet, but those unheard are sweeter. ~ John Keats 

#quote 
876. I am certain of nothing but the holiness of the heart's affections, and the 

truth of imagination. ~ John Keats #quote 
877. I #love you the more in that I believe you had liked me for my own sake 

and for nothing else. ~ John Keats #quote 
878. #Love is my religion - I could die for it. ~ John Keats  #quote 
879. I would sooner fail than not be among the greatest. ~ John Keats 

#greatness #inspiration 
880. Nothing ever becomes real till it is experienced. ~ John Keats #quote 
881. Now a soft kiss - Aye, by that kiss, I vow an endless bliss. ~ John Keats 

#quote #love  
882. You are always new, The last of your kisses was ever the sweetest. ~ John 

Keats #quote #love 
883. A business absolutely devoted to service will have only one worry about 

profits. They will be embarrassingly large. ~ Henry Ford  
884. A business that makes nothing but money is a poor business. ~ Henry Ford  
885. As we advance in life we learn the limits of our abilities. ~ Henry Ford 
886. Before everything else, getting ready is the secret of success. ~ Henry Ford  
887. Business is never so healthy as when, like a chicken, it must do a certain 

amount of scratching around for what it gets. ~ Henry Ford  
888. Coming together is a beginning; keeping together is progress; working 

together is success. ~ Henry Ford  
889. Competition is the keen cutting edge of business, always shaving away at 

costs. ~ Henry Ford 
890. Don't find fault, find a remedy. ~ Henry Ford  
891. Even a mistake may turn out to be the one thing necessary to a worthwhile 

achievement. ~ Henry Ford  
892. Failure is simply the opportunity to begin again, this time more intelligently. 

~ Henry Ford #quote 
893. I am looking for a lot of men who have an infinite capacity to not know 

what can't be done. ~ Henry Ford  
894. I do not believe a man can ever leave his business. He ought to think of it 

by day and dream of it by night. ~ Henry Ford 
895. If everyone is moving forward together, then success takes care of itself. ~ 

Henry Ford 
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896. If you think you can do a thing or think you can't do a thing, you're right. ~ 

Henry Ford 
897. It has been my observation that most people get ahead during the time 

that others waste. ~ Henry Ford 
898. It is not the employer who pays the wages. Employers only handle the 

money. It is the customer who pays the wages. ~ Henry Ford 
899. Most people spend more time and energy going around problems than in 

trying to solve them. ~ Henry Ford 
900. My best friend is the one who brings out the best in me. ~ Henry Ford 
901. Nothing is particularly hard if you divide it into small jobs. ~ Henry Ford  
902. One of the greatest discoveries a man makes, one of his great surprises, is 

to find he can do what he was afraid he couldn't do. ~ Henry Ford 
903. Quality means doing it right when no one is looking. ~ Henry Ford  
904. There are no big problems, there are just a lot of little problems. ~ Henry 

Ford  
905. You can't build a reputation on what you are going to do. ~ Henry Ford  
906. Cowards die many times before their deaths; The valiant never taste of 

death but once. ~ Shakespeare 
907. When a man knows he is to be hanged in a fortnight, it concentrates his 

mind wonderfully.  ~Samuel Johnson 
908. The butterfly counts not months but moments, and has time enough.  

~Rabindranath Tagore 
909. Life is what happens to us while we are making other plans.  ~ Thomas La 

Mance 
910. Lost time is never found again.  ~ Benjamin Franklin #quote 
911. I wasted time, and now doth time waste me.  ~ Wm Shakespeare #quote 
912. Only that day dawns to which we are awake.  ~ Henry David Thoreau 
913. Life moves pretty fast.  If you don't stop to look around once in a while you 

could miss it. ~ Ferris Bueller 
914. Every second is of infinite value.  ~Johann Wolfgang von Goethe 
915. We are always getting ready to live but never living.  ~ Ralph Waldo 

Emerson 
916. The future has a way of arriving unannounced.  ~ George F. Will 
917. Regret for the things we did can be tempered by time; it is regret for the 

things we did not do that is inconsolable.  ~Sydney J. Harris 
918. No man is quick enough to enjoy life to the full.  ~Spanish Proverb 
919. The follies which a man regrets most in his life are those which he didn't 

commit when he had the opportunity.  ~ Helen Rowland 
920. Life, if well lived, is long enough.  ~ Seneca 
921. Each day comes bearing its own gifts.  Untie the ribbons.  ~ Ruth Ann 

Schabacker 
922. Successful people are always looking for opportunities to help others. ~ 

Brian Tracy #quote #success 
923. Successful people are simply those with successful habits. ~ Brian Tracy  
924. Whatever we expect with confidence becomes our own self-fulfilling 

prophecy. ~ Brian Tracy 
925. Whatever you believe with feeling becomes your reality. ~ Brian Tracy 
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926. Whatever you dwell on in the conscious grows in your experience. ~ Brian 

Tracy  
927. Winners make a habit of manufacturing their own positive expectations in 

advance of the event.  ~ Brian Tracy 
928. Your greatest asset is your earning ability. Your greatest resource is your 

time. ~ Brian Tracy 
929. Age does not protect you from love. But love, to some extent, protects you 

from age. ~ Anais Nin 
930. And the day came when the risk to remain tight in a bud was more painful 

than the risk it took to blossom. ~ Anais Nin 
931. Dreams are necessary to life.  ~ Anais Nin 
932. Do not seek the because - in love there is no because, no reason, no 

explanation, no solutions.  ~ Anais Nin 
933. Good things happen to those who hustle.  ~ Anais Nin 
934. Go confidently in the direction of your dreams. Live the life you have 

imagined. ~ Thoreau #Inspiration #quote 
935. Goodness is the only investment that never fails. ~ Thoreau #quote 
936. If a man constantly aspires is he not elevated? ~ Thoreau #quote 
937. It is never too late to give up our prejudices. ~ Thoreau #quote 
938. It is not enough to be busy. So are the ants. The question is: What are we 

busy about? ~ Thoreau #quote 
939. It is what a man thinks of himself that really determines his fate. ~ 

Thoreau #quote 
940. It takes two to speak the truth: one to speak, and another to hear. ~ 

Thoreau #quote 
941. Live the life you've dreamed. ~ Thoreau #quote 
942. Live your beliefs and you can turn the world around. ~ Thoreau #quote 
943. Live your life, do your work, then take your hat. ~ Thoreau #quote 
944. My share of the work may be limited, but the fact that it is work makes it 

precious. ~ Helen Keller #quote # inspiration 
945. Never bend your head. Always hold it high. Look the world straight in the 

eye.~ Helen Keller #quote # inspiration 
946. No matter how dull, or how mean, or how wise a man is, he feels that 

happiness is his indisputable right.~ Helen Keller #quote # inspiration 
947. No one has a right to consume happiness without producing it.~ Helen 

Keller #quote # inspiration 
948. No pessimist ever discovered the secret of the stars, or sailed to an 

uncharted land, or opened a new doorway for the human spirit.~ Helen 
Keller #quote # inspiration 

949. Of all the senses, sight must be the most delightful.~ Helen Keller #quote 
# inspiration 

950. One can never consent to creep when one feels an impulse to soar.~ Helen 
Keller #quote # inspiration 

951. Optimism is the faith that leads to achievement. Nothing can be done 
without hope and confidence.~ Helen Keller #quote # inspiration 

952. Self-pity is our worst enemy and if we yield to it, we can never do anything 
wise in this world.~ Helen Keller #quote # inspiration 
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953. The most beautiful things in the world cannot be seen or even touched, 

they must be felt with the heart. ~ Helen Keller #quote # inspiration 
954. We can do anything we want to if we stick to it long enough.~ Helen Keller 

#quote # inspiration 
955. We could never learn to be brave and patient, if there were only joy in the 

world.~ Helen Keller #quote # inspiration 
956. What I am looking for is not out there, it is in me.~ Helen Keller #quote # 

inspiration 
957. What we have once enjoyed we can never lose. All that we #love deeply 

becomes a part of us. ~ Helen Keller #quote # inspiration 
958. Your #success and #happiness lies in you. ~ Helen Keller #quote # 

inspiration 
959. In life you need either inspiration or desperation. ~ Tony Robbins 

#inspiration 
960. It is in your moments of decision that your destiny is shaped. ~ Tony 

Robbins #inspiration 
961. It is not what we get. But who we become, what we contribute... that gives 

meaning to our lives. ~ Tony Robbins #inspiration 
962. It not knowing what to do, it's doing what you know. ~ Tony Robbins 

#inspiration 
963. It's not the events of our lives that shape us, but our beliefs as to what 

those events mean. ~ Tony Robbins #inspiration 
964. Life is a gift, and it offers us the privilege, opportunity, and responsibility to 

give something back by becoming more. ~ Tony Robbins #inspiration 
965. Live with passion! ~ Tony Robbins #inspiration 
966. Only those who have learned the power of sincere and selfless contribution 

experience life's deepest joy: true fulfillment. ~ Tony Robbins # quote 
#inspiration 

967. Passion is the genesis of genius. ~ Tony Robbins # quote #inspiration 
968. People are not lazy. They simply have impotent goals - that is, goals that 

do not inspire them. ~ Tony Robbins #inspiration 
969. Setting goals is the first step in turning the invisible into the visible. ~ Tony 

Robbins #inspiration 
970. Stay committed to your decisions, but stay flexible in your approach.~ Tony 

Robbins #inspiration 
971. Successful people ask better questions, and as a result, they get better 

answers. ~ Tony Robbins #inspiration 
972. Surmounting difficulty is the crucible that forms character.~ Tony Robbins 

#inspiration 
973. The meeting of preparation with opportunity generates the offspring we call 

luck.~ Tony Robbins #inspiration 
974. The only limit to your impact is your imagination and commitment.~ Tony 

Robbins #inspiration 
975. The path to success is to take massive, determined action.~ Tony Robbins 

#inspiration 
976. The way we communicate with others and with ourselves ultimately 

determines the quality of our lives. ~ Tony Robbins # quote #inspiration 
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977. There is no such thing as failure. There are only results. ~ Tony Robbins # 

quote #inspiration 
978. There's always a way - if you're committed. ~ Tony Robbins # quote 

#inspiration 
979. There's no abiding success without commitment. ~ Tony Robbins # quote 

#inspiration 
980. We will act consistently with our view of who we truly are, whether that 

view is accurate or not. ~ Tony Robbins # quote #inspiration 
981. What we can or cannot do, what we consider possible or impossible, is 

rarely a function of our true capability. It is more likely a function of our 
beliefs about who we are. ~ Tony Robbins # quote #inspiration 

982. Whatever happens, take responsibility. ~ Tony Robbins # quote 
#inspiration 

983. When people are like each other they tend to like each other. ~ Tony 
Robbins # quote #inspiration 

984. You always succeed in producing a result. ~ Tony Robbins # quote 
#inspiration 

985. All men's gains are the fruit of venturing. ~ Herodotus  #quote 
986. Great deeds are usually wrought at great risks. ~ Herodotus  #quote 
987. Of all possessions a friend is the most precious. ~ Herodotus  #quote 
988. The destiny of man is in his own soul. ~ Herodotus  #quote 
989. Whatever comes from God is impossible for a man to turn back. ~ 

Herodotus  #quote 
990. A nail is driven out by another nail. Habit is overcome by habit. ~ 

Desiderius Erasmus #quote #success 
991. Concealed talent brings no reputation. ~ Desiderius Erasmus #quote 
992. Fortune favors the audacious. ~ Desiderius Erasmus #quote 
993. Give light, and the darkness will disappear of itself. ~ Desiderius Erasmus 

#quote 
994. Your library is your paradise. ~ Desiderius Erasmus #quote #books 

#reading 
995. Don’t dream it, be it.  ~ Rocky Horror Picture Show 
996. Wherever you go, there you are. ~ Buckaroo Bonzai 
997. All our dreams can come true, if we have the courage to pursue them. ~ 

Walt Disney #quote #inspiration 
998. I believe in being an innovator. ~ Walt Disney #quote #inspiration 
999. I do not like to repeat successes, I like to go on to other things. ~ Walt 

Disney #quote #inspiration 
1000. I only hope that we don't lose sight of one thing - that it was all started by 

a mouse. ~ Walt Disney #quote #inspiration 
1001. A man should never neglect his family for business. ~ Walt Disney #quote 

#inspiration 
1002. If you can dream it, you can do it. ~ Walt Disney #quote #inspiration 
1003. It's kind of fun to do the impossible. ~ Walt Disney #quote #inspiration 
1004. The more you like yourself, the less you are like anyone else, which makes 

you unique. ~ Walt Disney #quote #inspiration 
1005. The way to get started is to quit talking and begin doing. ~ Walt Disney 

#quote #inspiration 
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